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Introduction
Ever since its historical creation

brainchild of the

struggles
intrigues among the then imperial powers, the political entity
called Nigeria has not been short of conflicts. Its maturity to the
status of an independent state in 1960 did not make much
difference; if anything independence saw the country factionalized
as a

and

to the extent that there have been

degrees, shapes

and forms. Such is the
1

case

that

a

proposal

has just

38 years of
"study
To make matters worse, the entry of the

been made to establish
conflict in

conflicts in their different

more

a

of

centre for the

Nigeria."
Nigerian military class into national politics
particularly in the most recent past, has

since

1966, but

created the

more

enabling

environment to exacerbate rather than abate these conflicts. To

buttress this assertion,

one

has

only

to

recall the

prevalent

militaristic culture in the country which is exemplified in the
ongoing abuse of human and civil rights like· the restriction of

people's

freedom of

assembly

and

the

expression,

arbitrary

arrests of

citizens, and state-induced abuse of its own transition to
democratic rule, to just name a few of the instances of conflicts in
the country. All of these are in addition to numerous communal
clashes that mostly fall within the borderline of religious

conflicts.' The end-result of all these conflicts put together is an
environment of socio-political instability in the country which, in
tum, obstructs or at best impedes the country's development.
When the Church's role is

noted, what is

brought

to bear

on

the

problem just
even

if

in doubt is the extent to which

a

not in doubt is its response to the

occasionally. What is probably
study of the Church's response to

conflicts,

these conflicts has been carried

out. We dare say that little has been done in this

lies, therefore, the justification for this

paper: it is

regard.
an

Herein

attempt

to

The Church

examine the role the
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Church, in general, has either played

or

could

conditions that generate the conflicts
and thus contribute in creating the enabling environment

at least to minimise the

play
in Nigeria
for the country's meaningful development. Underlying this attempt
is our belief that religion as a normative tool, correctly handled,
can play a significant role in our continuing efforts to solve our
numerous problems and combat the social ills that plague the
country.' Hence, our thesis is that the Church has the emancipatory
potential which, if properly harnessed and articulated into the
members, could affirm the Church

consciousness of its

more

visibly as an effective agent for conflict resolution.
In pursuit of the preceding intention and from a perspective that
is more socio-political analytic than theological, we will adopt a
historical approach to the study in question. It is not our intention,
however,

subject

to

dwell

on

those inter- and intra-Church conflicts

matters that deserve

a

special

remain

attention

on

their

-

own.

specific Church
Nigerian
society in general
and government, especially since the country's independence. Our
ultimate objective is to ascertain whether there is an enduring
pattern in these responses and to establish their quality, if any.
Specifically, our subject matter will be studied under four
headings. The first will dwell on clarifying the term "conflict
resolution"
which
forms
the
conceptual and theoretical
at
the
heart
of
the
perspectives
paper. The second section will then
Instead

we

will

strictly

with

responses to conflicts within the

look in close details

a

those
civil

few selected conflicts vis-a-vis the

manner

in which the Church handled them, while bearing in mind the need
to analyse the socio-political, economic antecedents to the conflicts
so

selected. The third section will be

an

attempt

to assess the

Church's response to these conflicts. The final and concluding part
of the paper will be an attempt to pull out some pertinent lessons

that could be drawn from

our

finding.

Our ultimate

hope

then is

that these lessons will form part of the overall basis toward
meaningful. conflict-resolution in Nigeria.
The nature of "conflicts" and "conflict-resolution":

a
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begin with, what do we mean by 'conflict'? An answer to this
question is important lest what we define as conflicts would have
no meaningful referent. First and foremost, conflict is a form of
disagreement thai is not only natural, but also does actually arise,
To

in

social

human

For, in the process of social
often guided by the way they perceive life,

interaction.

interactions, people

are

other persons or groups, and situation around them. The result is a
mutual manifestation of expected or unexpected behavioural
attitudes

the part of the parties in disagreement,
situation. By extension this result leads to

reactions,

or

toward the

given

on

between the

parties as each party tries to use whatever
disposal, including violence or force, to outwit and
extract some advantages over the other. In this way, following
W.B. Gallic's idea of politics, there can be an element of
ambiguity in the meaning of conflict. This is in so far as conflict,
of
like politics, can be "a whole congeries of social processes
competing claims, of mutual criticisms and complaints, of
which
bargaining, debating, converting, squaring and fixing
while commonly associated with political rule can also be applied
in many walks of life that extend far beyond the field of political
rule.?"
The preceding remark is especially the case in a pluralistic
society like Nigeria where various forms of loyalties (for instance,
ethnic and religious loyalties) and the cut-throat competition
underlying them could as well be described, in the words of S.
Gbadegesin, as "the venom of politicisation" which has largely

polarisation

means at its

-

-

__

become "the

politics"

in

bane" and

Nigeria."

'� unavoidable bedfellow of market

For, in the

interaction and
economic

of the years of social
growing scarcity of socio

course

especially given
opportunities open to the larger segment
a

of the

country's

populace, conflicts in. the country seem to have escalated both in
tone and action. Each part of the country dwells largely on
memories of how it is
of

things.

And

to

engr�ye

consciousness of the

the other,

so

much

being excluded by the other from the

people,

so

these

memories

in

the

scheme

deeper

each part of the country demonises
that 'among the various groups there isa
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motives into the actions of others

study, a conflict, in away, is akin to
theologian describes as "to conscientize'"
Freire, "represents the development of the
our

what the Latin American

which, according

awakening
encompass

of

to P.

critical

something

awareness."
more

than

7

In

this

sense,

just arousing

the

conflicts

populace

to

political awareness; it involves, in word and action, an effective
and primary commitment to empowering the victims of deprivation
and

exploitation to

their

own

take their

destiny

in their hands

as

the agents of

liberation.

Given that conflict is natural to human

recognise

that it is not

therefore

productive

destructive

on

necessarily
on

the

one

beings,

it is

only right

to

bad per se; it can be positive and
hand or negative and therefore

the other hand. It all

depends

on

how it is handled.

positive when it leads to an agreement that is mutually
acceptable to the parties in disagreement and negative when it
leads to the opposite. Herein lies the imperative for 'conflict
resolution' which is a major aspect of this paper, especially from
the point of view of the positive aspect of conflicts. To use the
term 'conflict resolution' is not to give the impression that conflict
can be totally or completely eliminated from any given human
society. Hence it is better and more realistic, perhaps, to talk of
conflict management than to have the utopian belief that we can rid
society completely of conflict. What matters then is how we
prevent conflicts and handle them when they occur as they will
Conflict is

once

in

a

while,

In view of the

growing

no

matter how little.

is, in the case of Nigeria, a
the part of some citizens, that the cost of

preceding remark,

awareness,

on

there

the continuation of. the conflicts is to the detriment of the

common

good to bail the country out of its current economic and socio
political instability and malaise. This observation is in line with the
kind of judgement which some scholars have advanced as a
necessary catalyst for conflict-resolution." According to one such
scholar, "ending a conflict may require the use of a third party to
lead negotiations or mediation and help reach a settlement.?" This

.
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NigerianChurch

into

play:
expectation for it to play the role of a third party in the conflict
between the prevailing militarised government and the civil
society. This conflict, it is worth noting, is premised on power the
one over-ridding interest on the part of the two parties, government
and the members of the civil society. The extent to which the
Church has actually exercised this role is the subject of our next
comes

the

-

section.
The Church's method of conflict-management:
It is worth

asking, at this juncture, this important question: what
is the primary basis of the conflicts in modern Nigeria? An answer
to this question is fundamental to identifying the root cause of the
conflicts in the country. Social scientists and commentators in their
liberal and Marxist stripes, especially those with an interest in
interaction

proffered

religion and politics for instance, have
reasons for the conflicts in Nigeria.l" In brief,

between

various

these range from various reasons of economic, cultural, and
political deprivations to real or imaginary existence 'of the so
called enemies of the state whose characterisation is

variously

either riffraffs, layabouts, touts, or as highly placed
individuals in society who are determined to derail government

described

as

programmes.

government's

Besides
ad-hoc

extension, appears

what

approach

to be

is

specifically

alleged

to conflict resolution

reflection

to

be

which, by

the poverty of leadership
for the conflicts in Nigeria include what the

in the country, reasons
media loves to describe
recourse

.

a

as a

sociological phenomenon

-

people's

out. their anger in the face of

to some referent to vent

material needs and/or deprivation.
Seen from a historical analytical
of conflicts in Nigeria

on

point

know it

of view, however, the
today is traceable to the

origin
particular socio-political and economic orientations both of which
together gave birth to a brand of leadership that was more attentive
to its class interest than to those of the masses, the maj or
constituency of the "civil society. Here for a start, one recalls the
colonial intrusion into the space of what was eventually named
as we
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Nigeria, an intrusion which forcefully brought the country into the
capitalist world economy. Typical of the divisive character of this
economic system, it did more to encourage rather than discourage
the division of the civil society into religious factions and thus
leading to the centrality of religion in the country's civil life. In
other words, the class struggle inherent in the capitalist system
acquired a religious garb as each religious faction sought to win
converts for the purpose of using them to acquire political power,
especially at the centre, and to ensure that its world view occupies
the commanding position in the economic and socio-political
scheme of things in the country. Thus, not to understand this
interconnection between the economic and socio-political factors is
not to understand contemporary Nigeria or the currently pervading
conflictual atmosphere in the relationship between the country's
militarised government and its civil society as a whole.
Three· broad events clearly stand out among the conflicts that
took place within the period under our studies. The first 'and best
known of these conflicts is the civil

war

of 1967-1970 whose

still very much felt in the country twenty-eight years
effects
after. Without going into details about the conflict, suffice it to say
are

that the civil

war was a

culmination of the admixture of ethnic and

religious politics that was the hallmark of the early independent
period of the country's history. Although there was an appearance
of unity and indivisibility at the dawn of the country's
independence, the reality was the existence of pockets of factional
groups, ea�h of which perceived itself and acted in ethno-religious
mould, prior to other considerations. The different religious
groups, including the Nigerian Church, perceived themselves and
acted in similar mould a point which we have discussed in greater
-

details elsewhere

as

to

warrant

no

revivalism that characterised the 1960s
that had

Islamic

further attention.
12

made matters

11

Islamic

worse

under

for

a

Nigeria
large
followership
largely
religiously politicised political leadership. Such was the situation
that by the time the civil war started and throughout the period it
lasted, the Nigerian Church was not only internally factionalized
on largely regional and ethnic basis but was also in no position to
a

a
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play any significant or effective role in resolving the conflict. If
anything, the Nigerian Church, at the national level, was generally
perceived, justifiably or not, to have its sympathy more on the side
of the secessionist than

on

The second broad event

that of the federal side of the civil

which, collectively, have since given

Nigeria's major

well

as

as

"the

claiming
the

since

Nigerians

religious characterisation to
specific reference here are
record of being the first of
highest number of lives of

a

national conflicts. Of

the Maitatsine riots which have the
these riots

war.

of'�onflict was the spate of religious riots

Civil

war,"

and

the

KafanchanlKadunaiZarialFuntua conflicts in the then Kaduna State
which has the record of

being the single most widespread of the
religious riots in the period under our study with such a serious
political impact that it was described. as an equivalent of a civilian
13

coup d'etat.
of CAN, was

Here, the Church,

deeply
anything but partisan as
period was concerned.
so

as a

member andindeed the leader

involved in the conflict that it could not be

far

as

the resolution of the conflicts of that

The third broad event of conflict is that which has arisen in the
course of the people's struggle
to. establish a democratic culture
and governance, especially since the 1990s. Nothing has so far
epitomised this better than what, in the country's popular parlance,
is

now

dubbed

the "June 12" event. That is, the nullification of
freest democratically elected civilian government in

the

as

country's
by the then repressive military government and the
aftermath of that action. Here one recalls that following that
nullification there was the imposition of an un-elected so-called
June 1993

people; this
government, itself, was quickly and easily replaced by a more
repressive military government whose leadership, in the guise of
working toward a transition to a democratically elected civilian
rule, is currently using every coercive force at its disposal to
replace itself as the anticipated civilian government for the
civilian

Interim

country. This
sore

National

state of

relationship

has matured into

Government

affairs, in

that has been
a

a

on

the

way, is the culmination of the

the years and now
full-blown conflict between the majority of the

fermenting

over
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class and its supporters

Each of the three broad events of conflicts noted above represents
involvement that had a large-scale political impact on the

an

country's stability. In addition, each also represents a' particular
uniqueness about them, besides, of course, attracting the Church's
response. The response can be discerned to be grounded on
policies that, themselves, can be streamlined into two broad
perspectives, namely: the ecumenical and the political/diplomatic
perspectives. Be that as it may, the Church's approach to conflict
resolution can be seen from two levels of response, namely, the
short and the long-term responses. While the short term response
can be located in the Church's usually prompt statements and/or
comments, through the Bishops' communiques, on issues of
national interest as they arise, the Church's long term response is
largely preventive. The long-term response comes by way of
specific and deliberate Church policy aimed absolutely at
establishing an enduring atmosphere of harmony and concord
within the polity. One specific example here is the Church's policy
of ecumenism which, for us and following the Church's Decree on
Ecumenisrn, Unitatis Redeintegratio, means an openness to and
activity geared toward the realisation of Christian unity on the one
hand and a harmonious and peaceful coexistence with non
Christian

religious groups on the other hand. Thus the spirit
ecumenism is guided by what has been aptly summarised as
avoidance

of

negative attitude consciously or
unconsciously acquired during the era of polemics and
apologetics, attitudes of prejudice and bigotry,
attitudes of methodological misrepresentation and
oversimplification of the position and doctrines of
others

in

positively,

order to

be

cultivation of

able to
a new

and self-criticism to create
climate of mutual

a

refute

them, and

of self-control

spirit
atmosphere

better

and

between Christians

understanding
[and non-Christians]; a spirit of dialogue

instead of the

of this
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14

monologue.
The ecumenical perspective can be illustrated with the Church's
very important and significant role in the formation and activities
of, and membership into, such ecumenical organs like the Christian
Association of Nigeria (CAN). For the period CAN's activism
lasted, especially between 1978 and the early 1990s, governments
be it the civilian or even the repressive military governments of the
time
listened whenever CAN spoke out. By so doing CAN
checkmated
successive
into
governments
establishing
oriented
like
the
Council
on
ecumenically
organs
Advisory
Affairs
before
the
it,
(ACRA) and,
Religious
Department of
Religious Affairs of the Shagari era for the primary purpose,
among other things, of creating the enabling environment that has
re1atively kept the country together till date. The import of the
Church's contributions in this regard, especially through its
activities in CAN; is better appreciated, perhaps; when one recalls
that; prior to the emergence of CAN, the Church's record on
ecumenism in Nigeria was virtually poor or, at best, minimal.
The political/diplomatic perspective of the Church's response to
conflicts in the country is easily discernible from its participation
in a number of activities, initiated either by the Church or
government, whose intent and purpose are clearly loaded with
political interest. This particular perspective has an international as
well as a national angle. The international angle is located in the
papal visits to the country which are largely at the invitation of the
Nigerian Church leaders. While the declared intention for these
papal visits is usually pastoral, the messages from the Pope go
beyond exclusively Catholic Church's pastoral concern to include
a good dose of political engineering that is spiced with effective
conflict-management interest. For instance, at such papal visits, the
Church sees to it that the Pope meets with political leaders as well
as the country's Muslim leaders respectively to whom he addresses
reconciliatory messages. Besides, our experience from the two
papal visits to this country shows a Pope whose visit brought the
generality of the civil society together irrespective of people's
religious affiliation; to some extent, this contributes meaningfully
-

-
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environment

economic progress of the country.
The national angle of the political/diplomatic

for

political

perspective

and

of the

Church's response to conflicts in the country is discernible from
the contributions the Church makes toward carving out effective
and

a

workable constitutional framework for the country. These
.invariably touch on the political and ethno

constitutional matters

religious questions

as was

clearly

Sharia debates that ensued in the

demonstrated in the well-known
course

of the 1978 and the 1988

Constitutional reviews. The
to

address

aim, whether or
if possibly,
and,
concretely

not it

was

correct

stated,

the

was

Muslim

community's perceived sense of religious deprivation as far as the
Nigerian legal system is concerned. To this end, the Church not
only was quick at presenting its views as a body but also allowed
its clerical members to partake in such highly political activity. To
have allowed its clerics to be so involved, against the background
of the universal Church's limitation of its clergy from ordinarily
engaging themselves in active/partisan politics.i'' goes to show the
importance which the Nigerian Church attaches to these
Constitutional matters whose aim is to ensure equitable sharing of
political power at the centre without which there would be no unity
and overall good of the country. This point was not lost to the
Church, which explains why it noted, during the OlC controversy,
that "our' participation in the presidential panel on the OlC issue is
a demonstration of our concern for the peaceful resolution of the
matter."

The

16

efforts

on

ask at this

juncture is this: why have all these
conflict-resolution by the Church not produced the

question

to

desired result
conflicts in the

-

the

elimination

country?

or

even

the minimisation of

Is it that the Church has erred in the way it
or is it that Nigerians are

has handled the whole issue of conflicts

prone to conflicts? The import of these questions is
realised when one recalls that no year has passed without the
country experiencing one form of conflict or another. Our attempt

incurably

to address these

questions takes

effort at conflict-resolution.

us

to

an

assessment of the church's
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Assessment of the Church's

approach to conflict-resolution:
foregoing discussion, it is only to be expected that the
Church's approach to conflict-resolution would either be
immediate or take a longer time to execute. In all these, it is
observed that the Church's desire, at least as publicly stated, was
to encourage dialogue as one way of resolving differences among
the parties in disagreement. Hence the Church's openness to be
From the

involved ecumenical organs like CAN, the ACRA or even the
constitutional review committees. Seen from this perspective, it
could be

said that the
the

commendable,
However, there
could lead

us

are

Church's

quality
other

intention and

of their execution

executionary

approach are
notwithstanding.

considerations, which

to a richer assessment of the Church's response to

conflicts in the country. Three of these considerations are worth
mentioning; while tqe first falls within the range of the Church's

immediate
on

proximate

response to
the remote range of its response."
or

conflicts, the latter

two are

Confronting the conflict:
Notwithstanding a few exceptions, the Church's confrontation of
conflicts, in general, has not been in doubt. In fact, it has not, to its
credit, shied away from recognising- the reality of and the danger
collectively posed by the various conflicts in the country, given the
country's ethno-religious plurality. As such, the Church has not
been ambiguous or ambivalent in using the various opportunities
within its control to assert promptly its views against the various
conflicts or situations that could easily generate them in the
.

country. This is evidenced in the series of comments which the
Church issues not only to help government to meaningfully
address the conflicts but also to arrest them if

possible.

The

Church's prompt, even if mild, condemnatory statement on the
annulment of the results of the 1993 election is a case in point.

According to the Church:
A presidential election widely pronounced -to be free, fair
and peaceful has been held on June 12th 1993. The wishes
.
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expressed in that election should
IS
officially announced and respected.
as

have

.generally in doubt, however, is the lack of courage to
match or follow-up its words with concrete action in conflict
management. Often, the action hardly comes at all or, when it
does, it is either too late at coming or too meagre. For instance, but
for the January 11, 1990 demonstration in the North when a
leading member of the Church hierarchy visibly and actually led a
march to back up the Church's declared stand against the then
Federal government's reshuffle of its cabinet that was more in
favour of Muslims than the other religious groups in the country,
there is no record of the Church either backing up its words against
perceived injustice with concrete action or even calling its faithful
to a peaceful demonstration. The import of this failure on the part
of the Nigerian Church is better appreciated when one recalls how
oppressive governments in some countries were brought down not
just by mere words/statements of condemnation but by a backing
up of such words/statements with concrete physical actionls under
the leadership of the members of the Church hierarchy in those
countries. No where is this exemplary action better epitomised,
perhaps, than in 'countries like Poland, Chile, Panama, and the
Philippine. In the latter, for instance, it was the.Church leaders who
vigorously campaigned for and physically led the massive non
violent demonstration that not only finally broke down President
Ferdinand Marcos' dictatorial hold on the Filipino people but also
What is

forced him into exile and thus ushered in the
for the

enabling
democratic culture they are currently enjoying.

environment

Defining the Problem:
imperative in conflict resolution is not only a
clear and unbiased understanding of the problem but also the
people behind the conflict in the first place. In other words, there is
need for a better understanding of the most basic reason or cause of
the conflict. Not wanting to appear repetitive, we simply call
attention to the reasons we noted earlier to have been proffered by
some Nigerians, especially those in the media profession, as the
A fundamental
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of the conflicts in the country. While these reasons, to a large
extent, could be said to be representative of the popular belief
people have as lying behind the country's problem, the Church, in
cause

belief'" goes even further to insist,
with specific reference to religious conflicts, that the problem is
rooted in "intolerance together with disregard in high and low
places for the. principles of fair-play, peaceful coexistence and
,,20
respect for religious pluralism.
more or

less

similar

sharing

Government's

own

view

different from what

we

the

As far

on

have

the

reason

just noted

as

for the conflicts is

that of the Church and

.the government is concerned, and
of view, the conflicts, especially between

general public.
religious point
the 1980s and the beginning of the 199Os, the conflicts are the
handiwork of riffraffs, layabouts, touts, etc. who are nothing but
enemies of the state. Until recently, successive governments have
not looked beyond these groups of people as the
human. forces
behind the conflicts in Nigeria. These forces are usually identified
from the

either

as

external agents whose common denominator
is the determination to take over the reins of power or at least
as

local

or as

make the country ungovernable. The Church, to some extent,
agrees with government here, especially given the churches own

identification of those

responsible

for the various

religious riots

in

the country. On the contrary, however, the real human forces
behind the religious angle of .the various conflicts in Nigeria
could very well be the class of people that Dan Agbese
described as
the religious barons who operate and
.

"

aptly
enjoy

"21

Often these are the kinds of
anonymity like drug 'barons.
who
not
dine
wine with those in power,
and
only
people
including with some Church leaders, in the country but also may
even get themselves appointed into positions of power that easily
mask their involvement in bringing about conflicts. Examples
abound of a number of Church faithful, including knights of the
Church, who w.ere staunch .supporters of the erstwhile country's
dictatorial military leadership and its determination to forestall the
enthronement of real democratic culture and governance in the
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knight, was among
the selected few who, embarrassingly enough, received Holy
Communion directly from the Pope's hand during his last visit to
the country.
In the most recent times, however, especially since the
Sani
of
the
Abacha
emergence
military dictatorship,
government' s identification of those behind the conflicts has
shifted from. the so-called "riffraffs, layabouts, touts, etc." to a
well educated and articulate class of pro-democracy politicians
and human rights activists whom the government largely
perceives as identifiable with the highly visible umbrella group
called the National Democratic Coalition (NADECO). In fact,
NADECO, to a large extent, personified and epitomised
everything- and everyone against the government. While the
as a

did not share this view with government, it is also on
record that the Church did not endorse categorically and openly
Church

its support for this group. As a matter of fact, in all the
communiques issued by the Bishops during the Abacha military

government that helped the emergence of NADECO and other
groups, nowhere are any of these groups
mentioned for support by the Bishops. The best the Church

related
even

pro-Democracy

did in this

collapse these groups into a monolithic
nomenclature as "Nigerians" who, "on their part, must learn
henceforth to stand firm in defence of their constitution against
any subversion by any group, no matter how well armed they
regard

was to

may be with

our

weapons.

exhortation,

the

Bishops'

,,22

As for how to achieve this noble

concrete

exemplary

action is their

composition of and recommendation to the faithful the prayer,
titled, "Prayer for Nigeria in Distress," apparently forgetting that
prayer (faith) without action (good work) is dead.
The foregoing remarks, especially. with regards to government's
and even the church's explanation for reasons behind the various
conflicts in Nigeria, are incapable of helping us define with
clarity the real problem behind the conflicts. The reasoning
behind this explanation is, at best, escapist and is premised, in
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fact, on a simplistic base. We would argue that this reasoning on
the part of the government and indeed the Church reveals a
poverty of ideas if not a downright refusal to accept the obvious.
This is in

so

be

far

both government and even the Church tend to
the smoke for the causative factor of the fire,
as

mistaking
forgetting that just

as

smoke does 'not arise from

nothing, people
They

too do not become a threat to law and order in a vacuum.
.

question the legitimacy of a government.
Hence, as
Alhaji Yahaya Mahmood rightly observed while
commenting from the point of view of religious conflict:
religious fanaticism and fundamentalism were products of
disaffection with the system, frustration, unemployment and
poverty" and "when these ills are redressed, fanaticism would
,,23
The problem behind the various
either go or become irrelevant.
conflicts in the country, in our opinion, is systemic, hence, it is
only right that people would demand for a legitimate governance
and, in fact, see themselves obliged to work toward dismantling
one that has lost its legitimacy.
Whether people are morally right or not to express theirdemand
through violence any form of violence for that matter is not our
concern or interest in this paper as to understand why they choose
the avenue of conflict. In this direction, therefore, we are inclined
to believe that people's expression of their demand through the
idiom of civil disobedience or even. downright riots is neither
surprising nor unreasonable in the context of contemporary
Nigeria.
To buttress this belief, consider the following historical facts. The
decade of the 1970s was relatively peaceful as far as conflicts are
concerned in Nigeria. By the 1980s the military class had so much
entrenched itself in the country's socio-political space that it had
by now acquired the confidence it needed to unleash its attendant
do not, out of the blues,

"

-

-

dictatorial character on the entire country to a scale never known
before in the country's history. In line with the military's obsession
for

wanting

to be in· total control

of its environment, successive

the years, transformed the entire country into a
governments,
centralised system of government, practically wiping off in the
over
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process all the country's original features of a federal system of
government and thus reducing such an identification now to be

only but in the name, This development, vis-a-vis the culture of
militarisrrr" as it has grown over the years, has either eliminated or
drastically limited the normal channels of communication through
which people could air their views or vent their anger and
frustration. Forced into this situation and coupled with the severity
of economic conditions since the 1980s, the people had to resort to
violence. It is not surprising then that there have been more
in the period under
conflicts in different forms and degrees
our study than in any other decade in the country's history. Thus,
that the country is perennially in conflict need not be construed to
mean that Nigerians are incurably prone to conflicts or love their
country any less. It simply means that conflicts have become the
most handy and a meaningful mobilizational avenue open to
'people to express and, if possible, secure their interest within a
Nigerian context that was structurally unjust right from its birth.
Herein lies the problem behind the various conflicts in the country
a problem which successive governments and even the Church
have either failed to see or, perhaps, have seen but lack the courage
and the ideological competence to address.
-

-

-

Searching/or and evaluating alternative solutions:
We do not like to repeat

our

earlier observation of the Church's

pattern of resolving conflicts. Suffice it

essentially

entails short and

briefly that it
approach that
on backing such
easily observed,

to recall

ecumenical

long-term
spoken/written words than
words with concrete physical action. It is
however, that this pattern of resolving conflicts has not achieved
its desired intention, given the continued occurrence of
dwells

more on

the

tension/conflicts in the country. The observation made here is not
to suggest that conflicts will be completely resolved; to suggest or
think otherwise is certainly utopian. What Is paramount here is to
ascertain to what extent the Church .has tried other
avenues

to resolve or, at

riots. One such

least, minimise the

avenue

which the

occurrence

Nigerian

possible

of religious

Catholic Church
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appeared to have taken (during the Abacha dictatorship), under the
alleged influence of the, Church's Nunciature, is an apparent
openness to do business with government. Nowhere is this clearly
demonstrated better than in the more-than-ordinary diplomatic role
government was allowed to play in the 1998 pastoral visit to
Nigeria by the Pope.
This apparent alternative approach by the Church, however, is
fraught with creating more problems than it appears to solve.
Even if we grant some credibility to this approach, it is flawed as
a viable avenue toward managing conflicts, especially the one
around the struggle for democratic governance in the country.
Our judgement here is based on the fact that the approach could
easily confuse many Catholics into believing that government is a
friend of their Church and, therefore, under the guise of one good
turn deserving another, they may be reluctant to join any
opposition against government. Besides, the approach serves ,the
interest of government more than that of the oppressed masses on
whose side the Church is biblically called to stand. To buttress
this assertion, consider the fact of government's interest and
desire to launder its image among the international community of
humane and

democratic nations. Besides, there is the historical
gravitating to religion either as a crisis

fact of government

wriggle itself out of political crisis or as a
way
anti-government influence the radical
25
elements within religion could have on the civil society. With
specific reference to the Catholic Church, it is plausible to argue
that having either silenced or weakened practically all avenues of
opposition but the Church, and recognising it as the only institution
structurally capable of successfully challenging government as
well as the futility in fighting such an institution
given the
management-tool
to

forestall

to

the

-

Church's international ·character and connections
may have

wisely

chosen to court the Church's

-

government

friendship

and

collaboration.

preceding remark brings us to the establishment of Justice,
Development and Peace (JDP) Commissions in several dioceses in
the country. We believe that, if creatively utilised, the JDPs could
The
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begin to redress the Church's lack of
attentiveness to the imperative of dismantling the systemic cause
of conflicts in the country. Of particular interest here is the need to
inject into the Church's educational strategy an economic and
socio-political conscientization vis-a-vis the imperative for a
'tripodal approach', i.e. an attentiveness, at one and the same time,
serve as

to the

powerful

political,

avenues

to

economic and cultural dimensions of contemporary

In its

political perspective" the tripodal approach would
involve educating the people and inculcating in them the culture
and spirit of democracy, The economic aspect of the tripod calls
for the establishment of community banks, as it is the case in some
dioceses. The aim for these banks should be geared beyond the
economic empowerment of the people to include the development
of a middle class in the country that, hopefully, would live up to its
historical vocation as the human agents for social change. Finally,
the cultural angle of the tripod perhaps the more challenging of
its three sides calls for a cultural revival whose main objective is
to inculcate and advance those cultural values that would engender
a more united, prosperous and egalitarian Nigeria. The need here is
for the _Church to explore the possibility of inculcating cultural
values into its educational system from primary to post-primary
levels
and insisting on a compulsory comparative study of the
country's major religions and ethnic groups, stressing more of
those values that unite rather than polarise these constituent units.

Nigeria.

.

-

-

-

-

Conclusion

number of lessons

A

assessment of the Church's

are

discernible

handling

from

the

foregoing

of conflicts. One such lesson

is- rust. and foremost, an awareness and recognition, on the part of
the general public, of the influence the Catholic Church is exerting
on the

the

country's socio-political terrain, especially as exemplified in
stand some of its priests publicly took in support of the struggle
democratic culture and governance in the country. Prior
period under our study, many Nigerians, especially those

to install
to the

a

who

expressed their antipathy

as a

conservative institution and therefore could be

to

religion,

tended to

see

the Church

easily ignored
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in the

struggle for social change. This attitude toward the Church
has largely changed
in recent times as even some of these
now
an
Nigerians
testify that the "Catholic Church is
laling
2
excellent example" in denouncing the evil in the country. This is
so

much that government,

as we saw

could find it reasonable to court the

in the

friendship

course

of this work,

of the Church. With

reference to the Church's r.esponse to conflicts in Nigeria
the lesson is easily discernible that the Nigerian Church has not

specific

been found

wanting,

at both the immediate

(short term)

and remote

term) levels of

(long
notwithstanding,

resolving the conflicts in the country. This
however, conflicts have continued to be more on

the increase than

on

why

this is

Mindful of other

conflicts in

the decrease. Which

brings

us. to

enquire

into

so.

contributory

factors to the

prevalence

assessment is that the Catholic

of

Church, at
Nigeria,
its leadership level and notwithstanding its outspokenness against
the malaise in Nigeria, has not so far provided the kind of example
that will effectively minimise conflicts in the country. This is
because, in the first place, the Church has neither come to a
recognition of the systemic cause of the conflicts nor an acceptance
of its own contributions to the perpetuation of the system. That
apart, it is even doubtful whether the Church is ideologically ready
and capable for the kind of role that is imperative of it to play in
the prevailing Nigerian context, given the unqualified non-violent
and, therefore, .ambivalent posture on the part of its leadership
toward the actualisation of social change in the country. This
posture is epitomised in the way the Church currently, in the name
of faith, remains at identifying and naming social evils in the
country and demanding, in the name of faith, action to address
them. But it could neither, as Church, prescribe how those evils are
to be eliminated nor is its leadership class prepared to translate its
moral weight into forging the necessary linkages with other
progressive forces in the country and, if possible, physically
leading by example in the concrete struggle to remove the human
forces responsible for the perpetuation of the very systemic cause
our

of conflicts in the country.
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